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Abstract: This paper proposes simulation modeling and control of hybrid ac/dc micro grid. The micro grid
concept introduces the reduction of multiple reverse conversions in an individual AC or DC grid and also
facilitates connections to variable renewable AC and DC sources and loads to power systems. The
interconnection of DGs to the utility/grid through power electronic converters has risen concerned about safe
operation and protection of equipment’s. The performance of proposed hybrid AC/DC micro grid system is
analyzed in a grid-tied or autonomous mode. Here photovoltaic system, wind turbine generator and battery are
used for the development of microgrid. Also control mechanisms are implemented for the converters for smooth
power transfer and properly coordinate the AC sub-grid to DC sub-grid.
The system is simulated in the MATLAB/ SIMULINK environment.
Index Terms: Energy management, grid control, grid operation, hybrid micro grid, PV system, wind power
generation.
I.
Introduction
The major challenges in electricity sector are: a) expanding access to electricity for sections of
population not reached by the grid, and b) meeting increased demands from sections of populations within the
reach of the grid. 20% penetration of RE in electricity generation globally is considered necessary in the coming
decade (by 2020) [1]. Power systems are undergoing considerable change in operating Distributed generation
based on wind, solar energy, biomass, mini-hydro along with use of fuel cells and micro turbines will plays
attractive role both for grid fed and off grid systems. Advantages like environmental friendliness, expandability
and flexibility have made distributed generation, powered by various renewable and nonconventional
microsources, an attractive option for configuring modern Electrical grids.

II.

Micro grid

Microgrid can be framed as an electrical system which includes electricity generation, energy storage,
loads that normally operate along with the main utility grid and can disconnect and operate autonomously as
well. The Microgrid consists of micro sources with power electronic interfaces. These micro sources usually are
micro turbines, PV panels, and fuel cells, bio mass, bio gas are placed at customer sites. They are low cost, low
voltage with reduced carbon emissions level. Power electronics interface provide the control and flexibility
required by the Microgrid.

III.

Hybrid Micro grid

Depending on locally available energy sources, Hybrid Micro grid systems can be developed often in
combination with a storage element to match the available energy with the load. Many combinations are
possible depending on local conditions, such as Wind-Diesel, Wind- Bio, Wind- Battery, Hydro-Bio, WindSolar, Hydro-Solar etc. Storage Systems includes Fuel Cells, Battery, Super Capacitor, Pump Storage, and
Flywheel.

IV.

Proposed Hybrid System

Fig.1 shows a hybrid microgrid system configuration where various ac and dc sources and loads are
connected to the corresponding dc and ac networks. A renewable hybrid system, composed of PV panels and
wind turbines as renewable energy sources, batteries as an electrical energy storage device, is considered. The
AC and DC buses are coupled through a three phase transformer and a main bidirectional power flow converter
to exchange power between DC and AC sides. The transformer helps to step up the AC voltage of the main
converter to utility voltage level and to isolate AC and DC grids.
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Fig.1 A hybrid ac/dc microgrid system.

V.

Modelong of hybrid system

A schematic representation of hybrid grid is shown in Fig 2. It is modeled in the MATLAB/ Simulink to verify
the operation of the system under various load and source conditions.

Fig.2 Proposed Hybrid System

VI.

Mathematical Modeling And Simulink Of Wind-pv Hybrid Microgrid

A schematic representation of hybrid grid is shown in Fig 2. It is modeled in the MATLAB/ Simulink
to verify the operation of the system under various load and source conditions. Doubly fed induction generator
of 50kW rating is connected to ac bus as ac source. Forty kW PV arrays are connected to dc bus through a dc/dc
boost converter as dc sources. A 65 Ah battery as energy storage is connected to dc bus through a bidirectional
dc/dc converter. Variable dc load (20 kW–40 kW) and ac load (20 kW–40 kW) are connected to dc and ac buses
respectively. The rated voltages for dc and ac buses are 400 V and 400 V rms respectively. A three phase
bidirectional dc/ac main converter with R-L-C filter connects the dc bus to the ac bus through an isolation
transformer. A wind generation system consists of doubly fed induction generator (DFIG) with back to back
AC/DC/AC PWM converter connected between the rotor through slip rings and AC bus. A DFIG wind
generation system is connected to AC bus to simulate AC sources. A variable DC and AC load are connected to
their DC and AC buses to simulate various loads. The AC and DC buses are coupled through a three phase
transformer and a main bidirectional power flow converter to exchange power between DC and AC sides. The
transformer helps to step up the AC voltage of the main converter to utility voltage level and to isolate AC and
DC grids. Boost converter, main converter, and bidirectional converter share a common DC bus. For grid tie PV
system the output of the PV array is connected to DC-DC boost converter that is used to perform MPPT
functions and increase the array terminal voltage. A DC link capacitor is used after the DC converter. An LC
low pass filter is connected at the output of the inverter to attenuate high frequency harmonics and prevent them
from propagating into the power system grid. The AC bus is connected to the utility grid through a transformer
and circuit breaker. In the proposed system, PV arrays are connected to the DC bus through boost converter to
simulate DC sources. Output of solar panel mainly varies due to solar radiation level and ambient temperature.
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A battery with bidirectional DC/DC converter is connected to DC bus as energy storage. A capacitor Cpv is
connected to the PV terminal in order to suppress high frequency ripples of the PV output voltage. In isolated
mode the bidirectional DC/DC converter maintain the stable DC bus voltage through charging or discharging
the battery. Modeling of the various components in the hybrid microgrid is described in the following section.

VII.

Modeling of Wind Turbine

The aerodynamic model of the wind turbine gives a coupling between the wind speed and the mechanical torque
produced by the wind turbine. Pm is the mechanical power produced by the wind turbine rotor can be defined
as:

VIII.

Modeling of PV Panel

The equivalent circuit of solar cell is given in Fig 3 .Current output of PV panel is modeled by the following
equations [8],[11].

IX.

Modeling of DFIG

d, q, s, and r denote d - axis, q - axis, stator and rotor Respectively. And) is the angular synchronous speed and
slip speed respectively. L represents inductance And Flux linkage is. V and I represent voltage and Current
respectively. Tm is mechanical torque Tem is the electromagnetic torque. The voltage equations of an induction
machine in a rotating d - q coordinate are as

X.

Modeling and Control of Main Converter

To smoothly exchange power between dc and ac grids and supply a given reactive power to the ac link,
control is implemented using current controlled voltage source for the main converter.[12] Fig. 4 shows the
control diagram for the main converter. Two PI controllers are used to get real and reactive power control
respectively. DC bus voltage is adjusted to constant through PI regulation whenever there is change in source
conditions or load. When a sudden dc load drop causes power excess at dc side, the main converter is controlled
to transmit power from the dc to the ac side. The active power absorbed by capacitor Cd leads to the rise of dclink voltage. The negative error (Vd*-Vd) caused by the increase of Vd produces a higher active current
reference id* through the PI control. The active current id and its reference id* are both positive. A higher
positive reference will force active current id to increase through the inner current control loop. Therefore, the
power excess of the dc grid can be transferred to the ac side. In the same way, a sudden increase of dc load
causes the power lack and Vd fall at the dc grid. The main converter is controlled to supply power from the ac to
the dc side. The positive voltage error caused by (Vd*-Vd) drop makes the magnitude of id* increase through
the PI control. Because id and id* are both negative, the magnitude of id is increased through the inner current
control loop. Therefore, power is transferred from the ac grid to the dc side.
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Fig.3 Control diagram of Main Converter

XI.

Modeling & Control of Boost Converter

The boost DC-DC converter is used to step up the input voltage by storing energy in an inductor L1 for
a certain time period, and then uses this energy to boost the input voltage to a higher value. The circuit diagram
for a boost converter is shown in Fig When switch Q is closed, the input source charges up the inductor while
diode D1 is reverse biased to provide isolation between the input and the output of the converter. When the
switch is opened, energy stored in the inductor and the power supply is transferred to the load. The current and
voltage equations at dc bus are as below

Fig. 4 Boost converter
The reference value of the solar panel terminal voltage is determined by the basic P&O algorithm to catch the
maximum power. Dual loop control for the dc/dc boost converter has the objective to provide a high quality dc
voltage. The outer voltage loop helps in tracking of reference voltage with zero steady state
error and inner current loop help to improve dynamic response.
Modeling and Control of Battery Converter
The battery converter is a bidirectional DC/DC converter and can be modeled as to provide a stable dc-link
voltage. The dual loop control scheme is applied for the battery converter as shown in fig 6. The injection
current is
It should be noted that the output of the outer in 1 1 ac dc. Voltage loop is multiplied by -1
before it is set as the inner loop current reference.

Fig 5 Control of battery converter
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Current is defined positive when flowing into the battery, where the preset dc-link voltage is set to
constant value. A decrease of Vdc caused by sudden load increase or decrease of solar irradiation, the positive
voltage error (Vdc*-Vdc )multiplied by -1 through the PI produces a negative ib for the inner current loop,
which makes the battery to transfer from charging into discharging mode and to rise Vdc back to its preset value
. The battery converter is transferred from discharging into charging mode in the similar control method. The
equations used for modeling of battery converter are

XII.

Simulation Results

Fig..6 shows the voltages of solar panel for various solar irradiations ranging from 400 w/m2 to 1000 w/m2 to
400w/m2 in grid connected mode. MPPT algorithm is tracking the optimal voltage from 0 to 0.2 sec.

Fig. 6 Voltage of Solar Panel
Fig.7 shows the variation of power of solar panel with variable solar irradiation and constant load in
grid connected mode. Power ranges from 13.5kW to 37.5kW with solar irradiation ranging from 400 w/m2 to
1000 w/m2 to 400 w/m2 . Solar irradiation changes at 0.1 sec from 400 w/m2 to 1000 w/m2. Power increases
with the increase in solar irradiation where load is kept constant. At 0.3 sec solar irradiation decreased to 400
w/m2 so then power decreases after 0.3 sec.

Fig. 7 Power Output of Solar Panel
Fig. 8 shows the voltage (voltage times 0.2 for comparison) and current responses at the ac side of the main
converter when the solar irradiation level decreases from 1000W/m2 at 0.3 s to 400W/m2 at 0.4 s with a fixed
dc load 20 kW. It can be seen from the current directions that the power is injected from the dc to the ac grid
before 0.3 s and reversed after 0.4 s.
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Fig.8 AC side voltage and current of the main converter with constant solar irradiation level and variable dc load
Fig.9 shows the voltage (voltage times 0.2 for comparison) and current responses at the ac side of the main
converter when the dc load increases from 20 kW to 40 kW at 0.25 s with a fixed irradiation level 750W/m2. It
can be seen from the current direction that power is injected from dc to ac grid before 0.25 s and reversed after
0.25 s.

Fig.9 AC side voltage and current of the main converter with constant solar irradiation level and variable dc load.
Fig. 10 shows the voltage response at dc side of the main converter under the same conditions. The figure shows
that the voltage drops at 0.25 s and recovers quickly by the controller.

Fig.10 DC bus voltage transient response

XIII.

Isolating Mode

Fig.11 shows the dynamic responses at the ac side of the main converter when the ac load increases
from 20 kW to 40 kW at 0.3 s with a fixed wind speed 12 m/s. It is shown clearly that the ac grid injects power
to the dc grid before 0.3 s and receives power from the dc grid after 0.3 s. The voltage at the ac bus is kept
326.5 V constant regardless of load conditions. The nominal voltage and rated capacity of the battery are selected
as 200 V and 65 Ah respectively. Fig. 7.10 also shows the transient process of the DFIG power output, which
becomes stable after 0.45 s due to the mechanical inertia.
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Fig. 11 Upper: output power of the DFIG; Lower: AC side voltage versus current (Voltage times 1/3 for
comparison).
Fig.12 shows the current and SOC of the battery. Fig. 13 shows the voltage of the battery. The total
power generated is greater than the total load before 0.3 s and less than the total load after 0.3 s. It can be seen from
Fig. 12 that the battery operates in charging mode before 0.3 s because of the positive current and discharging
mode after 0.3 s due to the negative current. The SOC increases and decreases before and after 0.3 s
respectively.

Fig. 12 Battery charging current (upper) and SOC (lower) for the normal case
When the system is at off-MPPT mode in Case 1, the dc bus voltage is maintained stable by the boost
converter and ac bus voltage is provided by the main converter. Fig.1 4 shows the dc bus voltage, PV output
power, and battery charging current respectively when the dc load decreases from 20 kW to 10 kW at 0.2 s with
a constant solar irradiation level 1000 W/m2.The battery discharging current is kept constant at 65 A. The dc bus
voltage is stabilized to 400 V after 0.05 s from the load change. The PV power output drops from the maximum
value after 0.2 s, which means that the operating modes are changed from MPPT to off-MPPT mode. The PV
output power changes from 35 kW to 25 kW after 0.2 s.

Fig. 14.1 DC bus voltage for Case 1
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Fig.14.2. PV output power for Case 1

Fig. 14.3. Battery current for Case 1

XIV.

Conclusion

A hybrid ac/dc microgrid is proposed and the modeling of hybrid microgrid for power system
configuration is done in MATLAB/SIMULINK environment. The goal of this paper is to accelerate realization
of the main benefit offered by smaller-scale Distributed Generation to use renewable energy. The coordinated
control is proposed to Maintain stable system operation under various load and resource conditions. The
microgrid concept enables high penetration of DG without requiring re-design or re-engineering of the
distribution system itself. Although the hybrid grid can reduce the processes of DC/AC and AC/DC conversions
in an individual AC or DC grid, there are lots of practical problems for the implementation of the hybrid grid
based on the current AC dominated infrastructure. The hybrid grid may be feasible for small isolated industrial
plants with both PV systems and wind turbine generator as the major power supply.
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